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0. Let (M, ds^ = Qij dx' dx^') be a Riemannian manifold, V the associated Hnear 
connection. For a ^-times covariant tensor T; j on M, define the Laplace operator AQ 
by 
(0-1) (^oT),.., = / V , V , T , . . , . 
For ^ = 0, AQ coincides with the classical Laplacian A on functions; for q > 0 
and T skew-symmetric, AQ does not differ too much from the classical Laplacian 
A = —{do + od) on g-forms on M. Using AQ, we are able to define SpQC^jM) as 
the set of all A's, A e !R, such that the equation 
(0.2) {AQ + X) T,,,j = 0 
admits a non-trivial solution. Because of the existence of the metric, we may study 
contravariant tensors as well. 
The classical spectrum of the unit hypersphereS"c:£;"+^iswell known, see [ l ] ; the 
eigen-functions are the restrictions of polynomials harmonic in E""*" .̂ In the following, 
I study the behavior of restrictions of arbitrary polynomials. Using the same method, 
I am going to study Spec,-i](5") and, more generally, SpeC[i](M). Instead of 1-forms, 
I am using, dually, vector fields; this enables me to consider the Lie brackets. 
As mentioned above, SpeC[i](5") does not differ substantially from the classical 
Spec^(iS"). This comparison will be treated elsewhere, and it will show some dis-
crepancies with the already published results, see, e.g., [4]. 
1. Let (M, ds^) be a Riemannian manifold, dim M = п. In a coordinate neigh­
borhood Î7 cz M we may write 
(LI) ds^ = {co'y + ... +(û>")^ 
coS ...,co" being linearly independent 1-forms on U. It is well known that there 
exists a unique set of 1-forms coj on U satisfying 
(1.2) coj + со) = 0, dœ' = co^ A СО) ; 
here (and in the following) 
(1.3) / , 7 , . . . = ! , . . . , « , 
and we use the usual summation convention. The curvature tensor of (M, ds^) is 
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defined by 
(1.4) dcoj = co^ A coi - ^Щ,гСо^ л CD' , Щ,, + Щ,, = О ; 
it satisfies 
(1-5) Щы + Щм = ^ 5 ^/кг = ^ли ' Щк1 + f̂cU + Ô'fc = ^ • 
The jRiccf tensor and the scalar curvature are defined by 
(1.6) i ^û—i^-д , R = ô'^Rij 
respectively; ô^\ ô^j and ô{ are Kronecker's deltas ( = 1 for / = j , = 0 otherwise). 
Let Tl]';-y^ be a tensor on M. Its со variant derivatives with respect to the chosen 
coframes [co^] in U are defined by 
s r 
p = l q = l 
its second covariant derivatives are, by definition, the covariant derivatives 
rpii...ir __ rpii...ir of the tensor T'̂ i— '̂' ptr 
Definition 1. The Laplacian of the tensor Tjl"'j''^ is defined by 
(1-8) {A,T)^::x^A,Tii::2 = ô'JTttij-
We say that Я e R belongs to the (r, syspectrum of (M, ds^), and we write Я e 
e SpeC(̂  ,j)(M, ds^), if there is a non-trivial tensor field Tj'';;;j> on M satisfying 
(1-9) K + )̂ï}"';.:j: = o. 
For Xe SpeC(̂ ^5)(M, ds^), the solutions of (1.9) are called eigen-tensors. They form 
an R-module denoted by <^f,,s)(M, ds^). 
The mam problem is to determine, for a given (M, ds^), the (r, s)-spectrum and, 
for each Я e SpeC(̂  s)(M, ds^), the corresponding [R-module ^f^,). Of course, 
Spec(M, ds^') = SpeC(o,o)(^? ^5^) is the classical spectrum of (M, ds^'). In what 
follows, we will be mainly interested in SpeC(i^o)(^? ds^), (M, ds^) being the unit 
hypersphere S"'(l) with its natural metric. 
2. Let £"+^ be the {n + l)-dimensional EucHdean space, F""^^ its vector space, 
< , > the scalar product and 5"(l) c: £"+i a unit hypersphere. With each point 
m e S"(I) of (a certain coordinate neighborhood of) S"(l), let us associate an 
orthonormal frame {v^} with t;» e r^(S'*(l)), the unit normal vector Ü„+I being 
oriented in such a way that m + t;„+1 is the center of S"{1); here, and in what follows, 
(2.1) a,^, . . . = ! , . . . , « + 1 . 
Then we may write 
(2.2) dm - û) '̂y,, dVi = ojvj + co^'t^^+i , di?„+i = су̂ +̂ г̂ ^ 
with 
(2.3) ö>/ + CO} = 0 , ш;^^ = - c o S 
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The curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature of ^"(l) are 
(2.4) Ri,, = ô,,ô{ - ônôi , R,j = (n - 1) ô,j, R = {n^l)n. 
Let F: F""̂ ^ x ... x F""̂ ^ -> F"^^ be a j7-linear mapping. At each point m e 
G ^"(l), F is given by 
(2.5) n 4 p . . . , 0 = ^fb..a^. 
Because of (2.22,3) and (2.32,3), we get 
(2.6) dff,...,^ - t Ff....,^_.„„^,.,.,„^a):^ + Р;...,^ш? = 0 . 
For a 0-linear mapping, i.e., for a fixed vector Л = А%^, (2.6) reduce to 
(2.7) d^' + A'<dj = A'-'-W , d^" + i = -ôijA^o}^. 
For a linear mapping B: F""̂ ^ -̂ ^ 7""^ ,̂ we get 
(2.8) dBi + B'lwl - Bl<o'l = {ôiBr ' + Ô,,BU г) « ' , 
der ' - ВГ 'û>/ = (оиК: î - Sj.B'^ œ^, 
éBU,+BU,oy)-i^)KX\-B'j)o^, 
dB:X\ = ASuBLi+вr')co'• 
Final\y, for a bilinear mapping C-.V^' x V"^' -> V"^\ we have 
(2.9) dCt- - С?,«;. - C > j + Cĵ û̂ ? = {ànC'Uij + <5,.Ct+, + 3?C?;') ю', 
dc::î„. - c„":î,a,/ = {Ô^CXU.. - q;^ - <5дc„^,,)«^ 
dC„":J,„,i = - ( C - i , + d b + SuCL^.n.ù^'-
Definition 2. Let В: F"•̂ ^ -* F"'*'* '̂̂  ^ ^'"^^'' "tapping; let the adjoint mapping 
u)ß. р/п + 1 _̂  j/„ + i j,g defined by 
(2.10) <В{и), v) = (и, <"^(^)> f°"" ^a^h u, г; e F"+1 . 
For a bilinear mapping С: V"-^x f ^ ^ " ^ ' ' ^^ define the mappings <>)C, ^^'C: 
(2.11) <C(M, W), r> = еК(у, w)' "> ' <<^( '̂ ")' >̂ = <'"< (̂̂ '̂ '^)' «> 
foreacb « ,«^,weF-^\ 
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respectively. Further, we define 
(2.12) Tr В ="j] <Б(^,), e,y , Tr С - " Z C(e„ e,) , 
« = 1 
{e^} being any orthonormal frame in l/«+i^ 
Definition 3. Let F : F '+^x ... x F'^+i _^ 7"+i be a p-linear mapping, 5"(1) с 
cz £"^^ a unit hypersphere and u^+i its field of unit normal vectors (with a chosen 
orientation). Then the function vF: S"(l) -> [R is defined by 
(2.B) vF(m) = <F(D,^,,...,t;„ + i),t^„+i> 
and the tangent vector field nF: S\i) -^ TS"(1) by 
(2.14) ^F(m) = pr .F( i ; , , i , .. . ,i^„+i), 
pr.: F""^^ -» ТЦ5"(1)) being the orthogonal projection and v^+i = i;„+i(m). 
Of course, in our notation, 
(2-15) vF = F"„tl „+i , nF = FUu...,n^iV,. 
3. In this section, let us reestabhsh some trivial results on Spec(S''(l)). 
Theorem 1. Let A e V"^^ be a fixed vector. Then vA e ^lo,oy 
Proof. Because of vA = Л"+' and (2.7), we have 4,""^ = - ^ ^ И ^ Л^^/ = 
= -ôijA''-'\ AA^^^ = -пА^^К QED. 
Theorem 2. Let B: F""^^ -^ F"^^ b^ a linear mapping. Then we may write 
(3.1) yB = -^TvB+f, 
n + 1 
where 
(3.2) Tr Б e <o,o) , / = vB ^ Tr ß e ^fo%V^ • 
n + 1 
Proof. Let us write 
(3.3) fi^) := vB = Bill , f'^:=B\. 
Using (2.8) we find 
(3.4) Af'^ = ~2nf'^ + 2/<2>, zl/<2) = 2nf'^ - 2/2> . 
Hence A{f^^ + Я^)) = ^ Tr Б = 0 and 
{A + 2(n + 1)} (vB - - ^ Tr Б ) - - 4 T {^ + 2(fz + 1)} (nf'^ - /(^>) = 0 . 
^ \ n + l / w + 1 
\ ^ QED. 
Theorem 3. Let С F''"^^ x F"^^ -^ F""^^ be of bilinear mapping. Then >ve maj; 
wr/fe 
(3.5) vC = — — ^ + /i 
^ ^ n + 3 
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^k,n+ 1 » 
with 
(3.6) ^ = vTr(C + (')C + (^>C)ç^„^^^^ 
Proof. Consider the functions 
(3.7) f'^-C:tl„^,=vC, /<^>:=<5%Vi^ y O ) _ 
/•(4) . _ p i 
From (2.9) we get 
(3.8) Af'^ = -3n/ i> + 2/'2> + 2/3) ^ 2/W, 
J/<2> = 2n/"> - (и + 2)/2> ^ 2/(3) I г/ '^), 
/1/2' = 2n/fi> - 2 /^ ' -{n + 2 ) / 3 ' - 2/W ' 
Af'> = 2n/i) - 2/^) - 2/<3) _ („ + 2)/('^>,' 
and, as a consequence, 
(3.9) {A + n) (/^> + /<2>) = (J + n) (/^> + /">) = (A + n) (/<̂ > + /(*>) = 0 , 
{A + 3(n + 2)} (« / " ' - /^> - /(3) _ y(4)-) ^ 0 
We may write (3.5) with 
(3.10) g = 3 / 1 ' + / 2 ' + /<3> + f*^, h = - i - („/(O _ y(2) _ y(3) _ yc4)) ^ 
and we have 
(3.11) g^^'"c:r + ci„,, + c:,,,^. 
From (2.11), 
(3.12) (i>C,', = ^..^''"'C^,, Tr <i'C = y^^i'c;, = ô''^C% , V Tr (i>C = C„^i_,. 
Similarly, 
(3.13) vTrf^>C = C^,„^i, 
and (3.6i) is verified. Analogously, we verify (З.62). QED. 
4. Let us consider the tangent vector fields of the type nF on S"(l), with p = 
= 0,1,2. 
Theorem 4. Le? Л e F"+i be a fixed vector. Then ж A e <Г,\_о). 
Proof. By definition, кА = А%. From (2.7), 
(4.1) Aij = ,5}Л" + 1 , Aij, = - 4 4 И ' , ^0^ ' = S^'Aij, = - Л ' , 
i.e., {Ao + 1) (яЛ) = 0. QED. 
Theorem 5. Let ß: F"+i -^ F"*' be a linear mapping. Then we may write 




(4.3) К(1' = я(В + <'>В)е,У^+о^, 
Proof . Consider the vector fields 
(4.4) X''>:=nB = BUiV,, Г 
It is easy to check 
(4.5) ^ZC^) = _ (n + 1)ZC^) - 2Z<^' ' ^0^ '^^ = -2X<^) - (n + l)Z<^>, 
and the proof follows. 
Theorem 6. Let C- V^^ x F"+^ ^ F"** ^^ "̂  bilinear mapping and let ^^'C, < '̂C 





яС = n(n + 3 ) ^ ^ЗП . 3(„ + 3) 
' ( 1 , 0 ) 
Ж^^' = л Tr {(n + 2) С - <i>C - ^ " П e <i .o) ' 
Ж<̂ > = пя(2С - <1>С - ^̂ >C) - It Tr (2C - <̂ >C - (^>C), 
Wf '̂ = (n + 3) я(С + (1>С + (^'^) - я Tr (С + CDC + Ĉ >C) € <Го) • 
/и particular: The conditions 
(4.8) C = (i>C = <2'C^' T r C = 0 
imply nC 6 ^fi" o/. f^e conditions 
(4.9) С + ci>C + c^'C ^ 0 , Tr С = 0 
Proof. Con sider the vector fields 
(4.10) Z^' 
^ ( i )C = ^ù-c;+i^„,, 
яС2>С = ^УС„":1,,.г,. 
X^ 
J^(5) 
From (2.9) we find 
(4.11) 
^ ( 2 ) 
^ ( 6 ) 
= 7Î Tr С - яС ^ è'^Cj^Vi, 
=̂  ;t Tr (2)^ _ ^ (2)C = ô'JCljV, . 
vIoZfi' = - ( 2 n + l )Z( i ) + 2Z(2) - 2Z(3) _ 2;5Г(5), 
^o^<" = 2nZ<i^ - 3X^" + 2Z^'" + 2zC'^, 
Jo^^'^ = -2ZC1) - (2n + l)X^'^ + 2Z(4) _ 2ЛГ(5', 
^ o ^ ' ' ' ' = 2Z(i> + 2n;fC3) - 3Z^*' + 2z<'>, 
zloZ*'' = - 2 Z ( i ) - 2Z(3) ^ (2n + 1)^^5) + 2 ^ « ) , 
ilo^^^^ = 2ZC1' + 2Z(3; + 2nZ^' ' " %^* ' , 
and the rest of the proof is easy. QED. 
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5. Let В: Г + ^ -^ V""-^ be а linear mapping satisfying В + ^'^В = 0; f̂ ^ ^ ' 
see Definition 2. Then яВ = i5^+it;,- and, because of (2.8), B^^^.j = -ß)- '^^^^^ 
see [2], 
SikBUuj + ^ ,A'+i ; / = -c5„cß) - Sj,B^ = 0 , 
and ТЕБ is a Killing vector field. Further, let A e F"+^ be a vector. Then пА = ^'^i» 
and we have 
i.e., пА is an infinitesimal conformai transformation. 
Definition 4. Denote by J^ or ^ or / the IR-module of the tangent vector fields 
on ^"(l) of the form TLB with В + ^^^B = 0 or of the form пА or of the form пВ 
with В = ^^^B, respectively. 
Because of Theorems 4 and 5, we have 
(5.1) ^ ^ ^ c r i ) , ^^<^li,o). / ^ ^ ( t o ) . 
Each Hnear mapping B: F"+^ -> F""^^ may be written, in a unique way, as В = 
= Б(̂ > + Б^^^ with ^'^В^'^ = -В^'\ (̂ Б̂(2> = В^^\ i.e., each vector field of the type 
TcB may be written as тсБ = F + Ж with F e e/, Ж Е / . 
Theorem 7. The U-module J @ / is a Lie algebra, and we have 
(5.2) [тгБ, пВ\ = 7г[Б, ß ] 
/o r two linear mappings B, B: F"+i -^ F " ^ \ /йе /ш^^г mapping [Б, Л] : F " + ^ -> 
-> F""^^ being defined by [Б, Б] (u) = Б(Б(М)) - Б(Бм)) for each и e V^+\ 
Proof. Let F = F̂ V̂ , W = Pf̂ 'y. be two tangent vector fields on S%1). Then 
(5.3) [F, Pf] = (vJW!j -̂  Ж^K^) t;,. 
We have 
(5.4) пВ = BU^V, , пП = Б;+11;^ , n ^'^B = (З '̂̂ Б^̂ ^̂ ;̂,, 
Consider the vector fields 
(5.5) Z<" := lnB,nS] = (ßi,,g„":i - ß;;-,,ßj - В1,,В:Х1 + 5i,,ßj)„. 
By a direct calculation, i/ » • 
(5.6) Jo^^'^ = -{n + l)X(i) + 2Z(^), Jo^^'> - 2Z<^^ -{n + i ) ^^ , ^ 
and we may write ' 
Z ( » = i ( Z < i ' ^ X< )̂) + i(X<» + X^̂ >) with 
Now, for S : = [B, B] , we have 5f = Щв^ - BIB^ and 
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similarly, п[-^''>В, <'Щ = Jf(2). Thus 
(5.7) lnB,nË] = iY^'> + iY^'> 
with 
(5.8) Y^'' = 4[B'S]-[^'^B,^'^}eê^^^l^, 
Of course, У itself is a Lie algebra. Indeed, let B, B: V«+i _>. 7»+! satisfy (o 
= - Б , ^̂ Ŝ = - Б . Then the general formula <̂ >[â  ^ i ^ rct)^ (0^1 . 7 
^'\B, Б] - - [Б, Б] and (5.3) impHes [пВ, пВ] e J for тгБ, TTS 6 ./. ' ^' 
Theorem 8. Let A, Äe F""̂ ^ be vectors. Then 
(5.9) [яЛ, nÄ] = TiBeJ^ 
with B: V"^^ -> V"'-^ defined by 
(5.10) B{v) = <1, t;> Л ~ <Л, ü> A 
and satisfying 
(5.11) Б + <̂>Б = 0 . 
Proof. For пА = Л'о., TiÄ = Ä^üi, we have 
(5.12) [тгЛ, я1] = (Л-̂ 'Л̂ .̂ - AJAlj) Vi = (У4''Л«+1 -̂  1U"+^) Î;, . 
Let the hnear mapping В be defined by (5.10); then ßf = ^ J l M ^ - ЛМ^), and пВ 
is exactly equal to (5.12). It is easy to prove (5.11). QED. 
Theorem 9. Let Л e F«+i be a vector and B: V^^^ ^ y^^^ a linear mapping 
satisfying В + ^*^B = 0. Then 
f 
(5.13) 1пА,пВ] = -nB{Ä). 
Proof. We have 
(5-14) [пА, пВ] = {АЩ^„^. - BU,A!J) Vi = 
= {АЧХ\ - Щ - Ä^^'Bl^^,)vi = -A^Bivi = -пВ{А) 
because of В^'^Ц = 0. QED. 
Thus ô  ® ^ is a Lie algebra. 
For the sake of completeness, let us study the behavior of [тгЛ, пВ] in the case 
^'"^B = B, F^r each Hnear mapping B: F"+^ -^ F""̂ ^ of the type В = b. id., beU, 
we have пВ = 0. Thus, without loss of generahty, we may restrict ourselves to 
Unear mappings В satisfying Tr J? = 0. 
Theorem 10. Let A € F»+^ be a fixed vector and B: V'^^ -^ F""*"̂  a linear mapping 
satisfying ^^^B = Б, Tr В = 0. Then we may write 
(5.15) [пАпВ] = - — J {-3{n + l)(n + 2)X^'^ + 2(n + 3)X^^^ + nX^^^} 
3n{n + 3) 
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M>ith 
(5-16) ^<1' = л В ( Л ) б < 1 . о , , 
(5-17) X^'^=^nCe^l"Xl > 
'where 
C(ü, w) = \n{2iv, B{w)y A - <A, w> B{v) - <Л, y> В(н')} + 
+ i(2<f, H;> В{Л) - ЩА), vyw - ЩА), w} v} for v,we F"+ *, 
(5-18) X^^^ = 7tCe^f,"X), 
yvhere 
C{v, w) = {n + 3) «D, 5(w)> Л + <Л, w> ß(t;) + <Л, г;> B{w)} -
- 2{{v,^yB{Ä) + iB{A,v)yw + {B{A),wyv} for v,weV''-^^, 
We have 
(5.19) T r C = 0 , 
C(y, w) = C(W, Ü) , <^C{v, w), M> + <C(w, u), v} + <C(w, y), w> = 0 , 
(5.20) Tr с = 0 , ф , w) = C(w, ü) , <C(t;, w), w> = <C(w, w), v} 
for u,v,we F"+i. 
Proof. We have, see (5.14), 
(5.21) [jzA, TiB] = 7̂ >̂ - 7<̂ > - r^' 
with 
(5.22) Y(')=.A'B:IIV,, Y^^^ = Ä^'Biv,, Y^^^ = A'^'-'B^.v,. 
Using the conditions Bf = B^, Б^ = 0, we find 
(5.23) ^оУ(1) == -(In + 3) 7(i> - 47^^>, 
^öi'^'^ = 27^^> - 37^^> + 2{n + 1) 7(^>, 
AoY^^> = -27^^> + 27<^> - (2n + 3) 7^^>. 
Thus we may write (5.15) with 
(5.24) X(i> = 7^ )̂ + 7^3>, Z 2̂> = nY^'> + 7(̂ > - (^ - 1) Y^""^, 
Х^з) == („ + 3) yd) _ 27^2) _̂  2(n + 2) Г3>, 
and we see that 
(5.25) (Ao + 1) Z('> = 0 , (Jo + 2n + 1) Z^^^ = 0 , {Ao + 2n + 1) X^^^ = 0 . 
The rest of the proof follows easily. QED. 
6. In this section, let us study the differential equation (^o + Я) x = 0 for tangent 
vector fields on a 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold. 
Theorem 11. Let (M, ds^) be an orientable compact Riemannian manifold, 
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dim M = 2, К its Gauss curvature and x a tangent vector field on M satisfying 
(6.1) {Ao + l)x = 0, 
I: M -> и being a function. If maxjv/ I < minj^ K, then x = 0. 
Proof. Let us write (locally) 
(6.2) ds^ = {œ'y + {ф^У; 
then there is a 1-form col satisfying 
(6.3) dco^ = —co^ A col , ^^^ = œ^ A a>l , àœl = —Kco^ A co^', 
X being the Gauss curvature. The first covariant derivatives of the vector field 
X = x^Vi are given by 
(6.4) dx^ - x^œl = x\œ^ + xlœ^ , dx^ + х^а>1 = xlœ^ + xlœ^', 
the second covariant derivatives by 
(6.5) dx} — (xi + X2) cOi = xl^o)^ + х^2о>^ , 
dX2 + ( x j — xl) col = xliCO^ + X22Ö>^ 5 
dxi + (xj — X2) col — ^liCo^ + ^liO^^ ? 
dX2 + {xl + X2) COi = X2iCÜ̂  + X22Ö>̂  \ 
we write simply х]^ instead of x\jj^ . Inserting (6.5) into the differential con­
sequences of (6.4), we get 
( O . D ) ^2,\ 12 """" -**--̂  ? "^21 "^12 ~~ -tvX . 
Introduce the 1-forms 
(6.7) cp^ := ôijX'xia/ = (x^xj + x^x^) œ^ + {x^xl + x^X2) o)^ , 
<P2 := ôijX^x[œ^ = {x^x\ + x^X2) a>̂  + (x^xj + х^Хз) о/ , 
<̂ з := ôijX^xlœ^' = (x^x} + x^X2) cô  + (x^xj + x^X2) o}^'. 
Using (6.6) and (6.I), i.e., 
(6.8) xJi + X22 + /x^ = 0 , Xii + X22 + 1x^ = 0, 
we have 
(6.9) d*{<p^ + <P2 - (рз) = 
= {(xî - xlY + (x? + xlY + (X - 0 [(xO^ + (x^)^]} di^, 
* being the Hodge operator and dv = a>^ A œ^ the area element. By the Stokes 
theorem and the supposition 
(6.10) К - I = {K - minjvfi^) + (maxjy I - I) + (minjv ĵK: - т а х м I) > 0, 
we have x^ = x^ = 0, i.e., x = 0. QED. 
Theorem 12. Let (M, ds^) be an orientable compact Riemannian manifold, 
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dim M = 2,К its Gauss curvature, and let maxjv^К < 5 min^f K. Let x be a tangent 
vector field on M satisfying (6.1) with 
(6.11) maxj^X < min̂ vf / g max^^ / < 5 minjvf К . 
Then x = 0, 
Proof. The third covariant derivatives of x* (see the proof of the preceding 
theorem) are given by 
(6.12) dxli — (x 
dxl2 + {x 
dxli + (x 
dx22 + (x 
dxii + (x 
dxi2 + (x 
2 + X21 + Xli) 0)1 = xîiiCO^ + x{i2Ö>^ , 
1 ~ ^22 ~ ^ 1 2 / ^ 1 ~ - ^ 1 2 1 ^ "^ -^122^ ? 
1 "~ -^22 ~~ ^ 2 1 / ^ 1 ~ - ^ 2 1 1 ^ "^ ^ 2 1 2 ^ ' 
1 2 \ 2 1 1 1 2 
2 + ^21 •"" ^ 2 2 / ^ 1 ~ - ^ 2 2 1 ^ "^ -^222^ ? 
1 - ^12 - ^ 2 1 ) ^ 1 = ^?11Ö^^ + ^112<^^ . 
2 "̂ ^ -^11 ~ ^ 2 2 ) ^ 1 ~ - ^ 1 2 1 ^ "^ ^ 1 2 2 ^ > 
dX2i + ( x l i + X i i - X22) CÜ? = xliiOJ^ + X 2 i 2 ^ ^ , 
dX22 "^ V'^22 + -^12 + ^ 2 1 ) 
û)i == X221Ö> H- X222Ö> . 
The differential consequences of (6.5) yield 
(6.13) X112 ~ J^\Xi + X2) Î ^221 ~ -^212 ~~ -^(-^2 "~ - ^ 1 / ' 
X12I ^112 — ^ ( ^ 2 "~ ^ 1 ) > 
From (6.6) we get 
(6.14) xl,, - x b i = K,x^ -^Kxl 
-K^x^ - Kx\ 
^221 •̂ ^212 — -'^V'^l "^ •^2/ • 
4 2 2 — K2X ~l~ ^^2 ' 




•^111 "̂ " -^221 "^ n-'^ "^ ' '^l 




(6.15) x}ii + X221 + hx^ + Ix[ = 0, 
•^112 ' •^222 ' t2X "T" /X2 ^̂^̂  vJ , 
here Ki and /,- are the covariant derivatives of iC and /, respectively, defined by 
(6.16) dK = XjO)* + K^co^ , dl = lico^ + Ijco^ . 
Using (6.6), (6.8), (6.13)-(6.15), we get 
(6.17) d * [d{(x; - xiy + {xl + xlf} + {r -2K + 21) {cp^ + cp^ - <?>з)] = 
= [(^î. ^ 2 2 ^12 "• -^2lj ~^ V^ll -^22 ~^ ^12 "^ ^ 2 l ) "I" 
Now, take 
(6.18) 
+ {4K + r) {(xl - xlY + {xl + xlY} + 
+ {l -K){K- I -r) {(x'Y + [x'-y]] dv for r e i 
r = — i(3 minĵ r К + max^ 0 ; 
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then, using (6.11), 
(6.19) 4K + r = 4(K - minjvf X) + i(5 min^^-X - max^ /) > ^ , 
I - К = {I - miuj^ /) + (maxj^ К - K) + (min^ / — max^/ K) > 0, 
K - l - r = {K — minjvf K) + (maxjy^ / - /) + i(5 min^ К - тахд^ /) > О , 
and the integral formula based on (6.17) implies x^ = x^ = 0, i.e., x = 0. QED. 
Using (6.9) and (6.17), we are in the position to describe the modules ^(\,o) ^^^ 
^fi,o) ^^ S^[\). First of all, let us introduce the following 
Definition 5. On S\l), let us choose an orientation; the mapping 
(6.20) *: TJS\1)) -. T^{S\1)), m e S\l), 
associates with the vector t e TjS\l)) the vector ^t e T^{S\i)) such that <f, t} = 
= <*?, * 0 , <(f, *ty = 0 and the couple (t, ^t) is positively oriented. 
Let the frames [v^, V2, v^] associated with the points of S\l) be chosen in such 
a way that 
( 6 . 2 1 ) *Vi = V2 , *t^2 = ~ ^ 1 • 
Theorem 13. On S^(l), let xeS'^^gy Then there are vectors A, A e V^ such that 
(6.22) X = пА + ^пА . 
Conversely, each vector field of the type (6.22) belongs to ^(\,o)-
Proof. In our case, we have К = I = 1. From the integral formula based on (6.9) 
we get 
xl + xl = 0 ; (6.23) 
from (6.5), 
(6.24) Хц 
X ĵ  X2 
X21 — Xi2 -^22 
If we write 
(6.25) a := xj = X2 , a' := xl = —x^ , 
the equations (6.4) turn out to be 
(6.26) dx^ ~ x^ol = aa>^ — a'o)^ , dx^ + x^œl = a'œ^ + aœ^ . 
Applying the exterior differentiation and Cartan's lemma, we get the existence of 
functions fe, Ъ\ ,..,f,f' such that 
(6.27) da = {b - ix^) œ^ - {b' + ix^) ш' , 
da' = {V -> ix^) œ^ +{b + ix^) cô  , 
(6.28) db + b'o)^ = (c - i a ) û)̂  - (с' + У) co^ , 
db' - bo)l = (c' - ia') co^ + {c + ^a) œ^ , 
de + 2c'a)i = ^ш^ — e'œ^ , 
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de' — 2cœl = e'co^ + eco^ , 
de + ЗеЪ^ = ( / + с) cô  - ( / ' -- с') œ^ , 
de' - 3ecol = ( / ' + c') 0)' +{f- c) co^ . 
Now, 
(6.29) d * d{c^ + c'^) = 4{e^ 4- e'^ + c^ + c'") dû ; 
applying the Stokes theorem to the 1-form *d(c^ + c'^) on S^{1), we get 
(6.30) e = e=c = c=0, 
and the equations (6.28i 2) reduce to 
(6.31) db + b'co\ = - i(aco^ + a'co^) , db' - bcol = -^{аЪ' - aco^) . 
The system (6.26) + (6.27) + (6.31) is completely integrable. 
Consider the vectors 
(6.32) A = (ix^ -b)v^+ (ix^ + b') V2 + av^, 
A = (1%^ - b') t>i - (ix^ + b)v2 + a't>3 ; 
it is easy to see that d^ = dÂ = 0, i.e., A and A are fixed vectors of V^. Finally, 
(6.22) is immediate. 
Conversely, given two vectors 
(6.33) A = Ah^ + Ah2 + Ah^ , Ä = Äh^ + 1^2 + ^^Уз 
of F^, we have 
(6.34) d^^ - A^œl = Л^со^ , dA^ + Л^о)^ = Л^ш^ , dA^ = -AW - A^a?, 
and analogous equations for A'*. The vector field (6.22) then is 
(6.35) X = x^üi 4- x^t;2 = (A^ - Ä^) v^ + (A^ + Ä^) V2 . 
Inserting into (6.4) and using (6.34), we get 
(6.36) xl = A\ xl = -A^, xl = Ä \ xl = A^ . 
Thus we have (6.23); this and (6.6) for К = 1 imply xj^ + X22 + x^ = x^^ + X22 + 
+ x^ = 0. QED. 
Theorem 14. On 5^(1), let x e < f̂i,o)- Then there are linear mappings B, B: V^ -> 
-> V^ satisfying 
(6.37) В = ^'^B , Tr Б = 0 ; В = ^'^В , Tr Б = О , 
such that 
(6.38) X = пВ + ^пВ . 
Conversely, each vector field of the type (6.38) belongs to < f̂i,o)-
Proof. In this case, we have К = 1, / = 5. Using (6.17) with r = —4, we get, 
integrating over S^(l), 
yb.jyj Хц X22 ~ -̂ 12 ^21 ~ '^ ? ^11 ^22 "^ ^12 "^ ^̂ 21 ~ ^ . 
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Further we have, of course, 
(6.40) xli + ^22 + 5x^ = 0 , xli + X22 + 5x^ = 0 
and 
(6.41) X21 - XI2 - x^ = 0 , X21 - XI2 + x^ = 0 
because of (6.6). From (6.29) —(6.31) we get the existence of functions A, A' such 
that (6.5) become 
(6.42) dxl ~ (xl + xl) col = {A' - |x^) co^ + {A - ^x^) œ^ , 
dx\ + {x{ - xl) col = (^ + i^^) oj' - (A' + ix') co^ , 
dxi + (xl - xl) col = -{A + ix^') co^ + {A' + ^x^) co^ , 
dxl + Ы + xl) col = {A' - ix^) cô  + (Л - fx^) co^ . 
The prolongation yields the existence of functions 5 , 5 ' , . . . , E, £ ' such that 
(6.43) dA + Л'ш^ = (Л + |(x? - x\)} со' - (Б ' + | (x j + x^)} cŷ  , 
dA' - Лео? = {В' - i{xl + xl)} со' + {B - i{xl - xl)} co^ ; 
(6.44) dB + 2ВЪ1 = {C - A) со' - {С + A') о? , 
dB' - IBc^l = {^' ~ A:) O)^ + (C + Ä) cxp- ; 
(6.45) dC + ЗС'со? = DCD' - D'co^ , d C - 3Ccol = ^ ' ^ ^ + ^ ^ ^ ; 
dD + 4D'co^ ={E + f C) cô  - ( E ' - f C ) ш^ , 
dD' - 4Dcol = {E' + f C ) со' +{E - |С) cô  . 
Further, 
(6.46) d * d(C^ + C^) = 2[2{D^ + D'2) + 3(C^ + C'^)] dv ; 
integrating over 5^(l) we get С = С = D = D' = 0, and (6.44) reduce to 
(6.47) dB + IB'col = -Aco' - A'co^ , dB' - IBcol = -A'со' + Ла>^ . 
The system (6.4) + (6.42) + (6.43) + (6.47) is completely integrable. 
For a linear mapping B: V^ -^ V^ given by B(v^) = B^Vß we have 
(6.48) dB\ - IBlcol = IBICD' , dBl + {В\ - В1) col = ^W + ^W , 
dBl - Л^со? = ( Б | - В\) со' - Blco^ , dBl + 2BJÛ>? = IB^co^ , 
dß^ + jBfco? = -Blco' + (5^ - Bl) co^ , dB^ = -2Blœ' - 2Blco^ 
provided 
(6.49) ^f = ^ ^ ^ î + ^ 2 + ^ 3 ' = 0 , 
i.e., (6.37). 
Returning back, consider the fields of linear mappings B, В defined by 
(6.50) Bl = ^{4B' - 5x1 + xl) , Bl = -Yii'^B' - x} + 5x^) , 
Bl = i{xl + X2') , 
Bl = Bl = J~(4J5 - 3x1 ~- M). ^l = Bl = -i{2A' - 3x'), 
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Bl= Bl = ~i{2Ä-3x'); 
Bl = -ui^B + 5x1 + xl) , Bl = ^{4B + X? + 5x1) , 
Bl = i{xl - xl) , 
Bl= Bl= -^(4ß' + 3x} - 3x^), Bl = B\= i{2Ä + 3x^) , 
Bl= Bl = ~i{2A' + 3x^) . 
By definition, they satisfy (6.37). It is just a matter of patience to verify the equations 
(6.48) and the analogous equations for 5f. Thus we get two fixed mappings B, B: 
V^ -> V^. To check (6.38) is easy. 
Conversely, let two linear mappings Б, B: V^ -^ V^ satisfying (6.37), (6.48) and 
the analogous equations for В be given. Then 
(6.51) X = xh^ + xh2 = {Bl - Bl) u^ + {Bl + Bl) V2 . 
Inserting into (6.4) and using (6.48), we get 
(6.52) xl = Bl - B\ + Bl , xl = -Bl + Bl ~ Bl, 
Xi = —Bl ~ Bl + B^ , ^2 = ^3 ~ ^2 ~ ^1 j 
from (6.5), 
(6.53) xJi = -4Bl + Bl , xl2 = -Bl + 4Bl , x^i = -Bl - 4В1 , 
xl2 = -4Bl - Bl, 
and we have (6.40). QED. 
In the case dim M ^ 2, let us prove just one result. 
Theorem 15. Let (M, ds^) be an orientable compact Riemannian manifold. If the 
quadratic form 
(6.54) {R,j -{n-1) Xô,j} ^'^^ = Ric{^) -{n-1) XiL О , ^ e R , 
15 positive definite at each point m e M, then X ф SpeC(i^Q)(M, ds^'). 
Proof. Let X = x^Vi be a tangent vector field on M. The first covariant derivatives 
x\j are given by 
(6.55) dx '̂ + х Ц = xijœ' 
with the differential consequences 
(6.56) (dx!,. - xi^œ) + x^jœi) л œ' = -ix'R)^iœ^ л œ^. 
The second covariant derivatives being given by 
(6.57) dx!"̂ . - x > ) + x ^ 4 = xijj,fjo^, 
we have 
(6.58) xlj, - xi,j = Rlj,x'. 
Consider the 1-forms, compare with (6.7), 
(6.59) û)i = ôijX'xij^oJ', а>2 = ôijX^'x^i^œ^, CO3 = ô^jX^xl^oj'. 
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Then it is easy to see that, under the supposition 
(6.60) ô^'x% + Ях" = 0 , 
(6.61) d * {(" - 1) «1 - «2 + соз} = { E (xv - x{jf + X ( 4 + x;;.)2 + 
+ (n - 2) X (xljf + [R,j - (fi ~ 1) Xô,;\ XV} d. , 
where dt; = ш^ л . . . л со" is the volume element. Using the Stokes theorem, we 
complete the proof. QED. 
Theorem 16. For n > 2, we have ^(\^o)('^"(l)) = '^• 
Proof. For M = 5"(1), (6.61) reduces to, see (2.42), 
(6.62) d * {(n - 1) c î - C02 + Ш3} = { Z {xi, - x{ )̂̂  + E ( 4 + x!,)^ + 
+ (/г - 2) X (x!,)' + (n - 1) (1 - A) ̂ ,.yx V } dy . 
Integrating over 5"(l) for Я = 1, we get 
(6.63) x|j = 0 for i Ф j ; x\i = x/y (no summation!) for i < j ̂  
Define 
(6.64) Ä':=x\ A"""-^ := x], = ... = x%. 
Then we we have (2.7^). Further, for i ф j \ (6.58) reduces to (no summation!) 
(6.65) xi,j = x;,, - x',, = Z^;,.,.x' = YJ^.^o) - <5,,5i) x' = - x ^ , , x ' , 
i.e., we get (2.72). Thus Л = A^v^ is a fixed vector and x = пА. QED. 
7. Concerning the whole spectrum of tangent vector fields on the unit hyper-
sphere, I am able to prove just the following 
Theorem 17. Let 5"(l) be a unit hypersphere. Then the numbers 
(7.1) ^ = 1 ; X; = pn + p^ - p - 1 for p = 1, 2, ... ; 
Xp = pn + p^ -\- p + 1 for p = 1, 2 , . . . 
belong to SpeC(i o) o/S'*(l)- Obviously, X~+^ — Xp = n — 2 ^ 0. 
Proof. Let A e V»+^ be a fixed vector; we have (2.7). Further, let Q: F"+^ -> R 
be a 1-form; let Q^ ;= ß{v^). From dQ^ — QßOj^^ = 0, we get 
(7.2) d o . -- Qjcoj = (5,yß„4-iö>^*, dß„+i = -Q,œ', 
i.e., 
(7.3) Q,j = ô,jQ„^,, On^i;i= -Oi^ 
Further, let ^^^Q eV^+i be the vector defined by 
(7.4) Q{u) = <^̂ >ß, и} for w e F" + ^ 
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we have <'̂ ß = ô'^Q^v^. Let us write 
(7.5) vß = ß(i;„+i) = ß n + i . 
y„+i being the unit normal vector field of S"(l). 
Introduce, on S"(l), the tangent vector fields 
(7.6) X^,^ = {vQynA = {Q„,,yA'v, for p = 0 , l , . . . , 
У(̂ ) = vA . {yQf n^'^Q = .5'M" + i(ß'.+ i ) ' ' " ' ^JЬ for p = 1, 2 , . . . , 
Z(p) = (vß)^ TrC'ß = ^'^•(ß„+1)" ßyt'; for P = О, 1, . . . . 
We see that X^ = nF, where the p-linear mapping F is given by 
(7.7) F(M(I), ...,Ц(р)) = ß(M(i))...ß(M(p))^ for ыц), . . . ,M(p)eF"+i. 
Further, let 
(7.8) к := <('>ß, <')ß> = О'Ч'и.ир , с:= Q{A) = Q^A" . 
By direct calculation we find, for p '^ 2, 
(7.9) AOXM = (p-p^-np-l) XM ~ 2pY^^y + p{p - 1) kX(^_,y, 
AoY^ = -2XM + {l- P- P^ -np) Y^^y + (p - i) (p - 2) kY^^^^) + 
+ 2{p - l)cZ(p_2)> 
^oZ(p) = -{p^ + np + p + I) Z(p) + p{p - 1) kZtp-2) • 
Also by a direct calculation, 
(7.10) J ,X(i) = - ( « + l)X(i) - 2У(1,, ^оУ(1) = -2X(i^ - (n + 1) У(1,, 
^O^(l ) = ~ (W + ^ ) ^ ( l ) ' ^O^(O) == ""^(0) 5 ^O^(O) = ~ ^ ( 0 ) • 
Now, let F(i), . . . , F(̂ )̂ be tangent vector fields on -^"(l), and let us have 
(7.11) AoV^Ay = rlV^sy; Ä,B,.,. = h...,N; r^ e R . 
To exhibit vector fields V = 5^F(^), s^ e U, satisfying (AQ + X)V= 0,XG U, we have 
to solve the well known characteristic equation 
(7Л2) Z ) : = d e t | | r ^ + ^(5^|| = 0 , 
and to proceed as usual. 
Introduce the notation 
(7ЛЗ) D(̂ ) = (^x - pn ~ p^ + p + 1){X - pn ~ p^ - p ~ 1), 
dip) = À - p ^ - p n - p - l , 
Let p be odd. Writing, by means of (7.9) and (7.10), 
^O^(p)? ^oY(p), AQX(P^2)^ ^o5^(p-2)5 ^o2^ (p -2 ) ' ••• ^ O ^ ( l ) ' ^0^(1)5 ^O^^CD 
in the form of (7.11), we get, see (7.12), 
(p-2)d(p-4) ••• < (̂1) • 
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For p even, write 
^0^(p)> ^0^(p)5 ^ 0 ^ ( p - 2 ) 5 ^0^ (p~2)5 ^0^(p-2)^ ••• 
. . .5 AQX(^2)9 ^0^(2)5 ^ 0 ^ ( 2 ) ' ^ 0 ^ ( 0 ) 5 ^O^(O) 
in the form of (7.11); we get 
(7.15) D = i)(,)Z)(,-2) .-. ^(2Ap~2)rf(p-4) . . . ^(2)(^ - 1)' . 
Hence our result follows. QED. 
8. We have proved in Theorem 7 that J^ ф / " is a Lie algebra of vector fields 
on S"(i)» Of fourse, we are interested in the Lie group of transformations of S\i) 
into itself generating J @ f. The aswer is given by the following 
Theorem 18. Consider 5"(l) c: £"^^. In E""^^, choose an orthonormal system 
of coordinates {^^) with the origin at the center ofS\l). Let a* e IR, and letf^: S"(l) -> 
-> S"{1) be a 1-parametric group of transformations given by 
(8.1) U^\ ..., ^"+0 = ( E e x p ( 2 a « 0 ( m " ' ' ' • 
И+1 
; ^ 
a = l 
. ( e x p a ^ f . ^ \ . . . , e x p «"+1^ .^+1) , ^ ( ^ ' Г = ^^ 
a = l 
Then the associated tangent vector field 
(8.2) F(^«) = ^ ^ ^ 
d̂  
belongs to ß. Conversely, each vector field of f may be generated in this way. 
Proof. By a direct calculation, 
(8.3) ffi3 = ("^'exp(2a^0(^0')~'^ '(exp a^^Y^icf - a^) exp laK{^^f f ) . 
d^ /? = i ^=1 
Further, consider the Unear mapping B: F""^^ -> F""^^ given by 
(8.4) Bix"") = {aV) . 
The unit normal vector at the point (x°̂ ) e 5""^^ being (%*), we have 
(8.5) %B = {£{a' ~ a^)(x^f.x«) ; 
indeed, it is easy to see that ^пВ, (x*)> = 0, and we have 
(8.6) JB(X«) = пВ + Y. Л^^У ' M • 
ß = i 
Inserting 
(8.7) X' = (Y. exp 2a^^(^^)2)-i/^ exp Л . ^ 
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into (8.5), we get 
(8.8) (тгБ) (x«) = ^ ^ . QED. 
d̂  
9. Finally, let us see what happens if we replace the hypersphere by the Veronese 
surface. 
Let (x, y, z) be orthonormal coordinates in E^ and (w ,̂ ..., Wg) orthonormal co­
ordinates in E^. Let the mapping S^(^3) -^ S'^{i) be given by 
(9.1) u^ = i^3 . yz , U2 = i-^3 ,xz , u^ = i^3 ,xy , 
^4 = i V3 • (^' - y'), Us = iix" + y'-~ 2z') ; 
the image of S^'(^3) under this mapping is exactly the Veronese surface i^. Intro­
ducing the usual parameters (a, ß) on S^'{^3), i.e., writing S^'(•yJЗ) as 
(9.2) X = yj3 . cos a cos ß , y = -sj3 . cos a sin j6>, z = ^/3 . sin a , 
and considering the orthonormal frames {m; v^, ..., ^5} in E^ with 
(9.3) v^ = (sin a cos ß, —sin a sin ß, cos a cos 2ß, —cos a sin 2ß, 0) , 
г;2 = (cos 2a sin j ^ , cos 2a cos ß, —j sin 2a sin 2j^, — ̂  sin 2a cos 2ß, 
-i:^3 . sin 2a) , 
i?3 = (cos a cos ^, — cos a sin ^, — sin a cos 2j9, sin a sin 2Д, 0) , 
^4 = i(sin 2a sin ß, sin 2a cos ß, (cos^ a — 2) sin 2^, 
(cos^ a — 2) cos 2ß, л/З . cos^ a) , 
— m = ^5 = — I лУЗ . (sin 2a sin ß, sin 2a cos ß, cos^ a sin 2j9 , 
cos^ a cos 2ß, — ̂  ^ 3 . (2 sin^ a — cos^ a)) , 
we get the fundamental equations of f̂  in the form 
(9.4) dm = co^v^ + œ^V2 , 
dv^ = coJt?2 + i л/З . {co^V2 + CO^Î;4) + (û^v^ , 
dy2 = —(JÂ^I + T V ^ • (^^^3 ~ <̂ г̂̂ 4) + ^^^5 ? 
dt̂ a = — 3- V^ • (<^^ î + ^^^^2) — 20)1^4 , 
dt?4 = — J л/3 . (co^üi — (o^V2) + 2COIÎ;3 , 
dy^ = — СО^У| — C0^Ü2 
with 
(9.5) cô  = л/З . cos a dj^ , cô  = ^ 3 . da , cô  = sin a dj5 . 
The Gauss curvature of i"^ is, of course, 
(9.6) Kf = i . 
At each point mei^we have the tangent plane Tji^) spanned by v^,v2, the normal 
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plane Nji^) spanned by 1̂ 3, v^ and the unit normal vector г̂ д. Obviously, Tjf^) © 
® Njr') = T^S^(l)); the set of planes N^{i^) will be called the normal bundle of -Г. 
We have to study the sections of the normal bundle АГ(тГ) of "T. Let us start with 
general considerations. Let a Riemannian manifold (M, ds^) be given; over M, let 
a Euclidean bundle (^ , < , >) be given, i.e., a vector bundle each fiber of which 
carries a positive definite symmetric scalar product < , >: ^„i ^ ^m ~^ ^- On J^, let 
a linear connection D* be given; using local coordinates, let us assume that J^ 
restricted to a suitable neighborhood (7 с M is trivial over U. Suppose dim ^ = 
= dim M + m. In ^ (restricted to U) choose orthonormal sections (w^, ..., w^), 
i.e., sections satisfying <(w ,̂ Wß^ = o^ß', a, ß, ... = 1 , . . . , m. The connection D* gives 
rise to 1-forms т̂  on U such that 
(9.7) D^w, = ziwß. 
If s: I/ ~> J^, s = s*w ,̂ is a section, define the covariant derivatives s'^i by 
(9.8) ds^ + s^x} = s>^* ; 
for a tangent vector field F = V^v^ on C/, the covariant derivative of s with respect 
to F then is DyS = s'^iV^w^. The connection D* is said to be Euclidean with respect 
to < , > if 
(9.9) V<^s, s} = <D*s, s} + <5, Dp} 
for each tangent vector field F and any two sections s,s:U~^ J^. It is easy to see 
that D* is Euclidean with respect to < , > if and only if 
(9.10) rf + r; = 0 . 
The components of the curvature tensor of Z)* are defined by 
(9.11) dtf = TI A < - i5f,,a>^ л co^', 5f,, + Sf,, = 0 . 
The curvature of D* at meU is the mapping S: Tj^M) x T^(M) x J^^ -> J*^ 
given by 
(9.12) S[V, W) s = Sf^.^.FWVw^ . 
For the section s = s'^w^, the difierential consequences of (9.8) being 
(9.13) (d5«- - 5 > / + sf,T;) л œ' = -iSl^jsW A co^', 
there are functions s^jj (the second covariant derivatives of s°̂ ) such that 
(9.14) ds^, - s^jcoi + s^-ül = s^,j(o^, 
(9-15) ^;iJ - ^bi = ^hj^'• 
The Laplacian of the section s = s'^w^ is then defined by 
(9.16) J*s = <5'V,^.w,. 
It is obvious how to define the spectrum of a Euclidean bundle (J^, < , )) over M 
with a given Euclidean connection D*. 
In the case of the normal bundle Nl'f) over the Veronese surface f̂ , the con-
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nection D* is given by, see (9.4), 
(9.17) Z)*Ü3 = -2û)^t?4 , i)*t;4 = Icolv^ . 
Theorem 19. Let i^ a E^ be the Veronese surface, let AeV^ be a fixed vector. 
At each point mei^, consider its decomposition 
(9.18) A = nÄ + Tij^A + vAvs ; тгЛ e 7^„('Г), n^^A e М,„{Г'), vAeU. 
Then, with K^ = ^ as in (9.6), 
(9.19) {A + 6K^) vA = 0, {АоЛ- SK^) пА = 0 , (d* + 2K^) тг̂ Л = 0 . 
Proof. Let A = A^v^; Q,a,... = 1, . . . , 5 . The vector A being fixed, we have 
dA^ + A''w^ = 0, i.e., 
(9.20) dA' - AW, = ( i 7 3 . Л^ + Л^) cô  + i V3 . Л^а)^ , 
d^^ + A'col = i 7 3 . Л^ш^ + (Л^ - i V3 . Л^) û>2 , 
d^3 + 2AW, = - i V3 . (Л^ш^ + A'œ''), 
dA"" ~ 2AW, = - i V 3 . (A'œ' - ^ W ) , 
d^^ = -A'œ' - AW . 
Now, 
(9.21) vA = A^ , пА = АЧ^ + Ah2 , n^A = Ah^ + Л ^ • 
Applying (9.20) and the appropriate definitions of A, AQ and J*, we complete the 
proof. QED. 
Let B: V^ -> F^ be a Hnear mapping. Analogously to the case of <S"(l), we define 
(9.22) vB = iB{vs),Vsy = Bl, 
В being given by B{VQ) = B^v^. The mapping В induces, for each mef^, Unear 
mappings v^B: TjT) -> TjT), v^B: NjT) -> N,J(r) defined as follows: 
(9.23) {vrB){v) = v^rB{v) for veTj(r), pr^: F^ ^ Т Д Г ) 
an orthogonal projection . 
M ) ( s ) = pr^B(s) for seNj,r), px^:V'-^ Nj^T) 
an orthogonal projection . 
Further, we have 
(9.24) Tr VjB == B\ + Bl, Tr v^B = Bl + B^ . 
Theorem 20. Let f" cz E^ be a Veronese surface, let B: V^ -^ V^ be a linear 
mapping. Then we may write 
(9-25) vB = i / ц ) + i/(3) + è /(3) > 
where 
/(1) = Т г Б , ^ / a ) = 0 ; 
/(2) = 2vB + Tr VrB - 2 Tr Vj^B , {A + 6Kr)f(2) = 0 ; 
/(3^ = 6vB - 4 Tr VyB 4- Tr Vj^B , ( j + 20Ку.)/(з) = 0 . 
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Proof. From dBl - S > ^ + В̂ ш^ = 0 we get 
(9.26) dBl = -{Bl + Bl) (»1 - (Bl + Bl) ap-
^^co^ dBl - Blcol = ( i V3 .Bl + Bl- Bl) со' +{i^3.Bl- Bl) 
dBl-Blcol={^^3.Bt + Bl -В\)оу' +{i^3.Bl-Bl)co\ 
dB| + Б > ? = ( i V З . B | - B ^ ) ш ^ + {Bl - Bl - ^ V3 . B^) ш ^ 
dß^ + B\(ûl = ( i V3 • «5 - Bl) oi' +{Bl-Bl-i^3. Bt) co^, 
d{B\ + Bl) = {i V3 . {Bl + Bt + Bl+ Bl) + Bl+ Bl} со' + 
+ {i V3 . {Bl +BI-BI- Bt) + Bl + Bl} со' , 
dB\ + (2Bt - Bl) col = {i V3 • (^4 - B\) + Bl] оу' + 
+ ^^]Ъ.{в1-В\)со\ 
dBl + {B\ + 2B*) coj = i V3 . {Bl - Bl) со' + 
+ {Bl-i^3.{Bl + Bl)}co\ 
dBt - {Bt + 2Bl) col = ( i V3 • {Bt - B]) + Bt} со' + 
+ i^3.{Bt + Bl)co\ 
dBt + {Bt - 2Bl) ß)? = i V3 . {Bt - Bl) со' + 
+ {i^3.{Bl~Bt) + Bt}coK 
Then 
(9.27) ABl = -ABl + Щ + В^^, 
Л{В\ + Б,̂ ) = ABl - "~i{B\ + ^2) + f(^3 + ^ : ) , 
^(Б^ + 5J) = f (Б1 + Б,̂ ) - f (Бз̂  + Bt) , 
and (9.25) easily follows. QED. 
In the end, let us prove a simple global result. 
Theorem 21. Let (M, às^) be an orientable compact Riemannian manifold, 
(J*, < 5 >) a Euclidean bundle over M, D* Î7S Euclidean connection, and let dim M = 
= 2, dim J' = 4. Le^ iC^ be Гйе curvature of ^ (to be defined in the proof). / / 
there is a non-trivial section s: M -^ ^ satisfying 
(9.28) {A^ + X)s = 0, 
then 
(9.29) À ^ max (пипм^^? — max̂ ^ K^) . 
Proof. Let us restrict ourselves to a coordinate neighborhood U a M such 
that ^ is trivial over U; let w^, W2 be two orthonormal sections of Ĵ  over U. Then D* 
is given by 
(9.30) D*wi = T > 2 , ^*>V2 - T i W 1 5 
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see (9.7) and (9.10). The curvature K^ of J* is then defined by 
(9.31) dtl = -K^œ^ A co^ ; 
compare with (9.11). 
Let s = s^w^ + s^'W2 be our section. The covariant derivatives s'f^ are defined by, 
see (9.8), 
(9.32) ds^ - shf = sl^co^ + s^2<^^ , ds^ + s4l == sf^co^ + sf2C0̂  . 
The equations (9.14), (9.15) read 
(9.33) d5.\ - 5̂ 2о>1 - sf^tl = s.\iû>^ + s}^2<^^ ^ 
^^ll + 5;\ö)i — S?2'ï̂ i = S?2iÖ)^ + S?22^^ У 
dsfi + 5?2C0i - S . \TI = sfiiO)^ + sfi2Ö>^ > 
^5?2 - sfiCoJ + S.Vl = 5?21С0̂  + 5?22<^^ » 
(9.34J s.21 — 5.12 ~ -^^'^ ? ^;21 ~" '̂ ;12 ~ ~~^m^ • 
Consider the 1-forms (here s^^ = 0, s^ß = — ŝ^̂  = 1 for a > ß) 
(9.35) 9i = *(5,̂ s°=5f,cü̂ ' = -{s's}2 + 5̂ 5?2) ш̂  + {s^sl, + ŝ sfj) 0)2 , 
(p2 = s^ßS^'s^iCo^ = (5̂ 5?! - 5̂ 5.̂ ) œ^ + (ŝ s?2 - 5V2) û)̂  ; 
we get 
(9.36) d<p, = {(sir + (s^y + {s},y + (sir + s\sl, + s},,) + 
+ s^(sfii + 3^22)} co^ л CO 
асрг = {2(sls% - 5?,s»,) - KSs'r + (^ГЪ <o' ^ co\ 
Using (9.28), i.e., 
(9.37) s^ll + 8^2 + Яŝ  = 0 , sf^ + sfii + Aŝ  = 0, 
we get 
(9.38) d{<p, - <P2) = 
= {{s\, - s%y + (si + sl^y + {K^ - Я) [{sy + (s^y]} œ^ACo\ 
d(^i + 92) = 
= {{si + s%y + (s^ - s%y - (K^ + X) [{s^ + {srj} со' л со'. 
If A < тшмК^, s = О, then using the Stokes theorem applied to (9.38i), we get 
from (9.З82) that 5 = 0 for A < -тахд^ iC^. QED. 
Comparing (9.30) and (9.17), we see that TJ = -2col for the normal bundle N(i^) 
of the Veronese surface i^. Thus 
(9.39) K^(^)= - f , 
and for each non-trivial section s:i^ -^ N(i^) satisfying (J* + Я) s = 0 we have 
^'^i = 2K^. Sections with к = IK^r are reahzed by the sections of the type щА, 
see Theorem 19. The Veronese surface is not orientable, but we may use the pull-
backs of the forms (Ри^Рг under the mapping S\^3) ~> 'îT to be able to apply the 
proof of the last theorem. 
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